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2. Vacheron Constantin 
Traditionnelle Tourbillon
With the recently unveiled 
Traditionnelle Tourbillon 
in platinum, Vacheron 
Constantin modernizes this 
beloved watch with a sunburst 
green dial for contemporary 
appeal. The 41-millimeter 
timepiece is powered by an 
ultra-thin self-winding move-
ment (caliber 2160/1) with 
a peripheral rotor that slims 
down the movement thick-
ness along with the final cased 
watch. In constant rotation, 
the tourbillon-regulator 
mechanism at 6 o’clock beats 
at a slow frequency (18,000 
vibrations per hour), yielding 
a mesmerizing mechanical 
dance. The watch offers 80 
hours of power reserve and 
carries the coveted Hallmark 
of Geneva. Price on request.

3. Glashütte Original 
Senator Chronometer
This German brand’s legacy of 
tradition and innovation shines 
in the Glashütte Original 
Senator Chronometer watch. 
This 42-millimeter, 18-karat 
white gold chronometer 
is powered by an in-house 
manual winding movement 
with a Panorama Date, a 
day/night indicator, a power 
reserve indicator, and — at 6 
o’clock on the dial — an offset 
seconds subdial. The shock-
resistant watch is a certified 
chronometer, attesting to the 
fact that it passed a strictly 
controlled 15-day test by an 
outside observatory to gauge 
precision in five positions 
and at three temperatures. 
The silver-plated dial is a 
classic beauty with solid gold, 
blue-coated, appliqéd Roman 
numerals and a railroad 
chapter ring. $32,300.

4. Accutron 
Spaceview Evolution
Always a pioneer with new 
power sources — this is 
the brand that brought the 
first electronic tuning fork 
watch in 1960 — Accutron’s 
Spaceview Evolution boasts 
electrostatic technology 
inspired by the Spaceview it 
released in 2020. The new 
version is accurate to plus or 
minus 5 seconds per month 
thanks to the two turbines on 
the dial side (the larger one is 
an electrostatic motor). The 
new design of this classic 
watch shifts the angle of the 
movement by 30 degrees, so 
the turbines are off-center, 
and the crown is at 2 o’clock 
instead of 3 o’clock. The 
43.5-millimeter piece features 
a domed sapphire crystal.  
$3,950.
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CLASSICS 
The watch world is 
constantly evolving, but 
a classic never goes
out of style.

This past year, the many 
brands in the watch industry 
have embarked on a journey of 
refining timepieces, meticulously 
reducing their diameters and 
thicknesses to make watches 
more unisex and universally 
appealing  for any wrist. This 
slimming down heralds a revival 
of cherished, enduring designs 
that have stood the test of 
time. Some of the best brands 
in the industry are spending 
months in research, design and 
development to find ways to 
artfully, and technologically, 
reinvent their tried-and-true 
classics. This yields some special 
timepieces that embody the 
aspirations of collectors.

1. A. Lange & Söhne 
Lange 1 Time Zone
German brand A. Lange & 
Söhne is known for its clean 
designs and precise manufac-
turing. A beloved favorite has 
always been the Lange 1 Time 
Zone watch, which the brand 
recently released in 950 
platinum with a solid silver dial 
that indicates home time and 
a second time zone at a single 
glance. The 41.9-millimeter 
watch houses a manually 
wound movement and offers 
outsized date indication, 
power reserve (70 hours) 
indication, and a day/night 
indicator. Price on request.

WATCH 
GUIDE 
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1.
For the daring: 
Stefano Ricci
Sartorial expert Stefano Ricci 
journeyed to Iceland for the 
brand’s fall/winter “Explorer” 
project, blending beautiful 
scenery with superb style. 
Winter coats, suits, and sepa-
rates take on a sophisticated 
yet rugged appeal with care-
ful attention to colors, fabrics, 
and sharp angles. This look 
features a field jacket made 
of 100 percent cashmere 
with full-grain Nappa leather 
details ($8,500); a long-
sleeve, cashmere and wool 
blend mock-neck sweater 
($2,600); five-pocket 
trousers in 100 percent virgin 
wool ($1,450); and chukka 
boots in suede ($1,450).
stefanoricci.com

2.
For the adventurer:
Ralph Lauren
This classic American brand 
turns to great expeditions 
for inspiration this fall and 
winter, evident in this Purple 
Label Killian Aviator Jacket in 
leather ($4,995). With a dou-
ble-breasted look and belted 
waist, the jacket takes a cue 
from vintage aviator coats 
and can go from a weekend 
afternoon outing to an eve-
ning on the town with ease. 
The leather is burnished for 
added appeal and to help 
withstand harsh weather 
conditions. The fit is easy and 
relaxed with a notched collar 
and soft, luxe wool lining for 
warmth and a distinctive 
attitude. ralphlauren.com

3.
For the power meeting: 
Sartoria Studio 
Founded in 2022 by veteran 
menswear retailer Jack 
Menashe, Sartoria Studio 
is a modern style lab in one 
of New York City’s hip SoHo 
neighborhoods. Everything is 
made-to-measure according 
to strict standards that rival 
Italian artisan tailoring. Each 
garment is crafted with the 
world’s finest fabrics, includ-
ing Scabal and Loro Piana. 
The club lounge also offers 
premium ready-to-wear 
items, fine art, and collect-
ibles. Shown here: Scabal 
Super 130’s 100 percent wool 
jacket ($2,495) and trousers 
in the same fabric ($1,195); 
Scabal cotton and linen long-
sleeve crew neck ($495); 
and Scabal suede sneakers 
($595). sartoriastudio.com
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To view additional style rec-
ommendations and lifestyle 
content, scan the QR code.
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Elevate your wardrobe for 
the fall and winter with these 
high-end designs.
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JANUARY | AVIATION GUIDE
Watch Focus: Pilot Watches & Watches in Space

FEBRUARY | LEADERS IN LUXURY
Watch Focus: From Garage to Wrist

MARCH | SPRING STYLE
Watch Focus: Classics

APRIL | SUPERLATIVES & BEST OF LUXURY
Watch Focus: Complications

MAY | TRAVEL & EXPERIENCES
Watch Focus: GMT & World Timers

JUNE | OUTDOOR RECREATION
Watch Focus: Sport Watches & Water Watches

JULY | INVESTMENTS & COLLECTIBLES
Watch Focus: Best Watches From The Geneva Show

AUGUST | AUTOMOTIVE
Watch Focus: From Garage to Wrist

SEPTEMBER | PEBBLE BEACH
Epicurean Indulgences & Pebble Beach

OCTOBER | FASHION
Men’s Fall Fashion

NOVEMBER | WATCH GUIDE
Annual Luxury Watch Guide

DECEMBER | GIFT GUIDE
Annual Holiday Gift Guide

Contact your Senior Account Executive 
for more advertising information.
800.233.1731  |  advertise@dupontregistry.com *� e editorial focus of this publication is subject to change at any time.
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